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Lecture agenda

• Announcements

• This week: change of student hours for the exam

• No Wed student hours 

• Student hours today (2:30-4pm, Innovation E456)

• Exam format

• Introduction to planning, search via topics and vocabulary 
for the rest of the semester



Exam format
• 5 questions + 1 extra credit

• 1 True/False question

• Finding and explaining an inference errors

• Finding and explaining a resolution errors

• Scenario-based design question: searching for satisfying assignments

• More open-ended ontology question

• Extra credit: surprise!

• Will give you a cheatsheet of rewrite rules and inference schemata

• No examples!



Planning
Logic and ontologies gave us the foundations for the rest of the semester. 

Planning is the selection of actions to achieve a goal without interacting with an environment.  

An action is an intervention in an environment that may change its state.

An intervention is a procedure for manipulating state. 

The state of an environment is the current set of categories in our knowledge base…

(think: snapshot of the database that holds this information and the elements of the relations)

A goal is a function of a state.



Expressing Goals

Goal: get to the door without dropping the bottle.

What are some 
problems/challenges 

with this 
representation?



Expressing invariants

Goal: get to the door without dropping the bottle.

Can use predicate 
logic to encode 

goals and 
invariants.



Actions as interventions on state

An action is an intervention in an environment that may change its state.



Actions as interventions on state

Actions are (named) functions from state to state.

“move forward at this angle”

What state is 
being 

changed?

Robot is part 
of the state!



Planning vs. ad hoc action selection
While goal not met:
move towards goal location
if obstructed, rotate random angle



Planning vs. ad hoc action selection

Notice: no indices!



How?

Each action function can only be applied when certain things are true

• We can represent these preconditions with propositional formulas

Each action function has a possible effect that may cause the outputs of 

some predicates to change 



Actions have preconditions



Actions have effects



Logical inference as planning?

What are the goals?

What are the actions?

What is the environment?

What is the current state?

What are the invariants?

Switch to board or OH projector here



Resolution as planning?

What are the goals?

What are the actions?

What is the environment?

What is the current state?

What are the invariants?

Switch to board or OH projector here



Planning via graphs

• Basic idea: single start state, single goal state

• Edges are permissible actions, directed to next state

• Next states are updated with the effects of actions

Next slide: back to slides



Are these really planning problems?

Planning is the selection of actions to achieve a goal without interacting 

with an environment.  

• Should planning require a model of the environment?

• Does planning need to be relational?



(very!) Recent results using 
AI + DL for proof search

Aside: predicates 
vs. propositions 

and the generality 
of our vocabulary



Expressing invariants

Goal: get to the door without dropping the bottle.



Problem complexity & choice of abstraction

Goal: get to the door without dropping the bottle.

Encoding choices 
as bias



Bias: AI vs. ML
Recent discussion of bias in “AI”

Notion of “inductive bias” in ML

From natural deduction to legal reasoning

AI for Law – what are the bias issues?

• Statutes (e.g., British nationality act, French 
tax code) – machine-checked formal 
reasoning

• Case law (think: SCOTUS)

• Judgements about applicability, novelty

• Order of application of rules, precedence, 
atomicity

• Inference rules don’t 
change over time

• Language, classifiers, legal 
judgements do

• Interaction between 
invariants and variables 
causes problems


